SUCCESS STORY

Municipality of The Hague chooses the MULTIUSE 550

The Hague is the seat of the government of The Netherlands. The administrative hub of the kingdom.

Municipality of The Hague bought a John Deere 6125R tractor equipped with 600/65R38 (Rear) & 480/65R28 (Front) Alliance MULTIUSE 550 Radial, after recommendation of John Deere dealer Kraakman Voorhout. Salesman Jon Verburg prefers the MULTIUSE 550 Radial to retreaded (grassland pattern) tractor tires.

The municipality is tasked with the maintenance of all the fields and areas related sports and recreation, with about 50-60 associations catered to. The Alliance 550 equipped John Deere tractor is engaged to the best possible extent.

After more than 400 hours the driver is very happy and satisfied with these tires. According him the 550 MULTIUSE Radial provides very good driving comfort, handling and traction without damaging the fields. The tractor is also driven extensively on the road, yet there is no visible wear.